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Welcome from the Chairman

This year has not started well for fans of historic department stores. Sadly, Beales
which opened in Bournemouth in 1881 and its other stores across the country fell into
administration.
Debenhams which traces its history back to 1778 named many stores shortly to close.
Coupled with this, we learn that Boswell & Co in Oxford which dates back to 1738 is
almost certain to close with the owners blaming the ‘current economic retail climate’
Times are certainly tough on the High Street have been so for some time, but I can’t help
thinking that there are a number of retailers who just cannot seem to move forward with
the times and current trends and wonder why they are struggling in the current economy.
We all appreciate that On-Line Shopping, High Street Parking Charges and Business
Rates are factors as to why retail is failing, however I look at stores such as Selfridges
and Fortnum & Mason, where business is very brisk.
I recently read an article about Dunelm who defy the gloom of UK retail by posting a
major jump in profits. In the 6 months to Dec 28, sales jumped by 6% to £585m with pretax profits up 19.4% to £84.9m.
Retailers must reinvent themselves to stay, not only, competitive but to become a
Destination store. With some many retailers, it is matter of creating ‘Retail Theatre’. It’s
all about giving customers a memorable shopping experience.
On a positive side, January consumer confidence has been given a “Boris bounce”.
Consumers enjoyed a small “Boris bounce” following the Conservatives landslide
General Election victory in December, according to a long running survey.
From my conversations with retailers and trade wholesalers over the past few weeks,
this is healthy and positive as in the improvement of the wider economic picture for the
UK.
As one independent retailer discussed with me “I believe that retailers in Britain should
feel encouraged and think about the opportunities. There are potentially real advantages
for Britain’s consumers and high streets, such as good value and personalised customer
service providing a seamless and exciting experience. Above all retailers must remain
positive with their customers, and provide a wonderful local customer experience”

Iain Kimmins
Chairman

Meet The BDS Team
The BDS Management Team comprises of experienced Visual Merchandising professionals
and experts in the industry, who also volunteer their time to manage the BDS.
It is their passion and enthusiasm for VM and Store Presentation that drives the industry to
maintain standards and ensure Visual Merchandising is not a dying art.

Director & Chair: Iain Kimmins FBDS

Iain is a creative Visual Merchandising Executive within the Display & Visual
Merchandising Industry with over twenty years’ experience. He has worked
for London’s top department stores including Harrods and Selfridges as well as
Tangs in Singapore. Having studied with the BDS he started his career as a Junior
VM progressing up to Head of Visual Merchandising. He has worked on several
freelance projects in New York, China and Saudi Arabia and now runs a Visual
Merchandising Consultancy called Creative Download.
His passion and enthusiasm for retail is not only about being creative with all kinds
of merchandise, concepts, brands, events and merchandise but being commercially
aware for the retail sector. creative-download.co.uk

Director & Vice Chairman: Helen Goodwin FBDS

Helen studied with the British Display Society in the heart of London’s West End
back in the early 1980’s. Her first job was as part of the display team for DH
Evans in Oxford Street handling a wide range of merchandise in the windows
& interiors. Following this she started her own Visual Design Consultancy in
London, then moved the business to York continuing to design & install window
displays up and down the country.
Due to a demand for display training Helen created ‘Made You Look!’ where she
passes on her knowledge and experience to those wishing to learn the basic
skills of display. Alongside Janet they work with Business Improvement Districts,
Councils, Independent retailers and various other groups helping businesses to look their best at all times.
madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk

Director: Liz Johnston FBDS

Liz has worked in the Visual Merchandising industry for almost 40 years and has
been a freelance stylist since 1982. She studied at the College for the Distributive
Trades in London from 1975 gaining her qualification through the BDS. She went
on to work for Russell and Bromley in the West End, Simpson’s of Piccadilly, and
Heal’s gaining a wealth of experience and enabling her to take her skills in to
retail shops and exhibitions. She is passionate about bright colours and detail, and
helping the local high street retailers by using her vast experience in guiding them
to achieve the results they seek. liz@strictlyvisualdisplay.co.uk

John Abbate

John Abbate FBDS, with international experience in visual merchandising and retail
store design, is passionate about retail and how to find solutions in this ever-changing
market place.
After 20 years of working for such brands as, Ralph Lauren, Levis & Alfred Dunhill, in
America & Europe, he then moved to Shanghai; starting his own retail consulting agency,
John Abbate Studio, was Visual Merchandising professor at Mod’Art and then Creative
Director at Design Overlay retail design agency.
Returning to London, John joined Northbanks (http://northbanks.co.uk), a retail design
agency, using his experience to help brands develop and implement their retail identities.
Also a member of Save the High Street, he has joined the BDS to support retail through VM.

Assistant treasurer Nigel Fisher ABDS

An IT professional since 1979 Nigel has for the last 20 years been producing web
sites and shopping carts for small businesses. It is his belief that the use of web sites
for sales moves the internet firmly into the VM and POS arenas. The BDS should be
promoting excellence within web sites as well as on the shop floor, enabling the BDS
to address the entire sales material of any retailer. Nigel also engages in developing
exhibition stands for his own business and in connection with his hobbies.
Having for many years hosted the BDS web sites and supported and developed the
internal systems Nigel joined the council in 2013 intent on further supporting the BDS
as a whole.

Janet Billings FBDS

Janet studied with the British Display Society back in the early 1980’s. Janet started
working for a company designing and building props for use in window displays for
Debenhams, Selfridges and Harrods. In 1985 she set up her own Display Company
offering a full service, from design through to installation of exhibition stands and window
displays.
Janet has worked for an extensive range of clients from small independent retailers to
large national companies both in the UK and abroad, Wedgwood & Portmeirion being
just two of them. She works alongside Helen in ‘Made You Look!‘ with BIDs, Councils,
Independent retailers and various other groups helping businesses to look their best at
all times.

Edward Stammers MA, PG Cert

Edward is the Course Leader of BA (Hons) Fashion Visual Merchandising and
Branding at the London College of Fashion and has an MA in Fashion Merchandise
Management and PG Cert in Education. He has worked in the visual merchandising
industry for twenty-five years, managing global visual merchandising and marketing
campaigns as Design and Project Manager for Rootstein Display Mannequins. His
research interests centre on the function and perception of the mannequin form and
the challenges to the mannequin that are developing from the increased use of digital
technology within the fashion retail environment.

Barbara Chapman FBDS

Barbara Chapman (FBDS) is a highly experienced and creative freelance VM running
her own creative consultancy, with over thirty five years’ experience in the industry.
She brings an understanding of how to deliver brands across every touch-point within
the retail environment – in store, windows, press shows, launch parties, styling, and
online and photographic shoots. She believes that visual merchandising can achieve
commercial success, by inspiring customers through innovative, creative and unique
brand experiences. Using skills in creative conceptualisation, project management and
both old school crafting and hi-tech execution, she delivers unique and motivating retail
environments whilst still bringing sound commercial sense to every project.
She has worked with many luxury brands including Selfridges, Burberry, Mulberry, Jo
Malone, Harvey Nichols, Ralph Lauren , Jaeger; and on the high street, Oasis, Top
Shop, Marks & Spencer, Jigsaw and Alexon.
She is an experienced Associate VM lecturer and has recently become a Fellow of the British Display
Society Executive Board.

Paris Tsoulfas FBDS

Paris is a passionate and professional VM working in luxury retail and has over
15 years experience in the watch and jewellery industry. With a background in
interior design he attended the University of the Arts and studied their Display and
Presentation course. He has an ongoing passion for in-store customer service and
specialises with display lighting.
For one particular jewellery brand he had the responsibility for the U.K. and Ireland
stores. He also collaborated with all the major department stores (Harrods,
Selfridges, Fenwick and House of Fraser) on their indoor displays and window
dressing too as well as organised many marketing and press events.
He has also created many set-up projects in France, Germany and Italy.

Christmas World
in Frankfurt
Christmas World in Frankfurt is the world’s
biggest trend and order platform for the
international seasonal and festive decoration
sector. With more than 1,080 exhibitors from
45 countries offering a unique spectrum
of new festive and seasonal decorations,
whether for consumers at home or largescale projects such as shopping malls, hotels,
and department stores.
This
annual
event
brings
together
manufacturers and retailers, as well as major
commercial buyers from all over the world.

bds

Distance Learning
Course in Visual Merchandising

£140

BDS distance learning work

OFF!

Normally £490 - now only £350 for next 3 months

Pay in full £350 or with two monthly payments of £175, to qualify for the special deal

FEBRUARY 10th - 30th APRIL 2020 ONLY
A successful career in visual
merchandising and retail display brings
great job satisfaction. For a creative
individual there can be nothing more
rewarding than to stand back and view a
finished store display which they have
designed and built from scratch.
Why not sign up for The British Display
Society Distance Learning Visual
Merchandising Course?

Annelies Kooij

Former BDS students work throughout the U.K. and indeed
throughout the world as VM Consultants, Managers, College
Lecturers and Consultants.
This course is designed to enable those who
may not be in a position to attend a college
based course to attain a basic range of
display/visual merchandising (VM) skills. It
covers elements of balance, layout,
production, props, lighting, interiors and
scale drawing. In addition there are
practical exercises for all important
hands-on abilities.
The course can be progressed in your own
time and at your own pace, although the

course must be completed within 2 years
from the date of enrolment. There are no
term dates for this course, and you will be
assigned a tutor to help you through the
course. On successful completion of the
course you will be awarded a certificate
accredited by the BDS. This will be a
valuable addition to your CV whether you
are already working in the industry, looking
for an extra qualification, or are keen to
obtain a position in VM for the first time.

Enrol at: www.bdsonline.co.uk
admin@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
follow us...

Autumn Display

Ana Felices Gutiérrez
BDS Distant Learning Course
Window Displays October-December 2016

Concept: The transition from Summer into Autumn. This symmetrical arrangement allows the viewer to perceive the transition from one season to the other thanis
to the change of the colours from leaves on the top windows to the leaves hanging at the end on both sides of the window: change from green hues to warmer
colours.

Independent retailers are the backbone of the High
Street; they are the heart of a community and the local
economy. Discovering a wonderful shop is one of life’s
great delights. In these on-line times, a journey to a real
emporium is a treat.
The High Street offer treats – the Saturday morning
cappuccino and cake, a new piece of fashion, a gift for
your home as well as a pint of milk and a gossip with
friends.
Creative Download is passionate about keeping retail
and our High Streets alive. With soaring rents and
business rates, and the increase of on-line shopping,
retailers must step up and attract customers back to
their High Streets and into their stores. “We are helping
many independents with their businesses”, says Iain of
Creative Download. ”Retailers are now realising that they
need to reinvent themselves, so we are pleased to assist
with their window displays, in-store visual merchandising
presentation which is vital to the success of any retailer”.
“Independent retailers do not have huge budgets, but
here at Creative Download, we can supply window props
as part of the VM package” says Iain. “There is always a
hive of activity in our studio with building props, recycling
and adapting concepts and paint brushes are always in
use!”
Creative Download work with a number of independent
retailers who value the importance of Visual
Merchandising and the commercial benefits it brings to

their business. “Your shop window is your cheapest form
of advertising, it is the face of your business, it is the first
thing your customer sees and one of the most important
elements to your store” Iain says “Create a great shopping
experience, by giving the customer a memorable visit to
your store. This is something that cannot be found when
shopping on-line”.
In January, Creative Download installed an inexpensive
but hard-hitting concept into one of their client’s pharmacy
stores.
“It was felt that something had to be done to encourage
communities to shop local” says Iain of Creative
Download.
“After the popular Christmas Alice In Wonderland
concept, which was a huge success, we wanted to create
a simple, cost effective window on a limited budget.
Simple columns were used with traditional pyramid
groupings of merchandise, however on this occasion, it
would be the graphics/placards that would steal the show
and raise awareness of the importance of shopping local”
Iain explains.
Iain continues to say “We certainly didn’t think that it would
reach the local newspaper which turned out to be great
publicity for Petter Pharmacy in Crouch End, London and
Creative Download. The windows were even captured by
a local cartoonist who put a spin on the concept”

East Berks College
The British Display Society recently visited
Windsor College and spent a day with their
Visual Merchandising students.
Windsor College gained the BDS “Centre of Excellence” Award
as they offer great facilities and superb VM syllabus for their
students. This Award is open to any educational establishment
that offers courses in Visual Merchandising.
Myself and my BDS colleagues Barbara Chapman and John
Abbate gave the students a talk/presentation which was well
received by the tutors and the students.

It was a pleasure to listen and talk to the students as to what
inspires them, what motivates them and to view the students
work. Their work ranged from initial sketches, designs to model
making to prop building to dressing the mock-up windows.
Given the level of passion and enthusiasm, it proves that there
is certainly a generation of inspiring and up-and-coming Visual
Merchandisers in the making.
It is so vital that anyone wishing to move into the VM industry
must undertake VM training and learn all the principles. Don’t
forget that the BDS offers an On-Line VM Course, which is a
great start to the industry. Check out the website and sign up. At
the end of the course, you will receive a recognised Certificate
and you will become a Member of The British Display Society.

Hertford Regional
College
Our Chairman and BDS Team Member
Barbara Chapman recently visited
Hertford Regional College and spent
time with their Visual Merchandising students.
Hertford Regional College gained the BDS “Centre of
Excellence” Award due to their great facilities and the VM
syllabus they offer the students. This Award is open to any
educational establishment that offers courses in Visual
Merchandising and Display
Jeanine Sitek, from The H.O.L. Group, also gave a
presentation to the students about her many years
experience in the VM industry. It was great to see a selection
of window displays from years gone by. The H.O.L Group
(www.hol-group.com) is a Corporate Member of the BDS.
It was great to see the students work which included
sketches, model making to dressing the mock-up windows.

Chinese New Year 2020
You probably know there are 12
Chinese zodiac animals used to
represent years, 2020 is the Year
of the Rat. Zodiac signs play an
integral part in Chinese culture
and can be used to determine
your fortune for the year, marriage
compatibility, career fit, best times
to have a baby, and so much more.
Accessories and tops are still
the core categories retailers are
backing for CNY-themed products
with graphic tees, pendent charms
and bags trending in the market.
So far, 2020 saw the inclusion
of more colours alongside the
traditional red and gold scheme.
Red remains a staple for CNY
products, making up 42% of new
coloured arrivals (excluding black
and white). However, growth was noted in pinks, navies,
neutrals and greens as retailers looked for unique ways to
interpret the theme in their merchandise.
While the rat may not be the most appealing animal for
merchandise, retailers such as Gucci and Kate Spade
have put a twist on their motifs by tapping nostalgic
characters such as Mickey and Minnie Mouse, as well as
Tom and Jerry.

January Sale Windows 2020
On a recent visit to Dubai, our Chairman, saw
these Sale windows at the most two icon stores;
Harvey Nichols and Bloomindales.
read “With ever-changing trends in window
concepts” Iain says, it is vital to capture the
attention of the passing customer”
Sale windows are no longer a matter of hanging
dull and uninteresting red & white Sale Banners.
The Sale windows at Harvey Nichols are
superb, with the grey background, the stylish
illuminated Sale signage, the mannequins and
the groupings of branded shopping bags.”

Sale windows at
Bloomingdales, Dubai Mall, Dubai

Christmas may be over, but the crafting carries on!
At the start of September 2019 my crafting went into
overdrive as I had been selected to take part in Kirstie’s
Handmade Christmas on Channel 4. I found out about it
from a lady who works in my local art shop at the end of
July. The deadline for applications was just 3 days away
so I emailed some very hurried sketches of ideas for 3
different categories; Papercrafts, Advent Calendar and
Tree Decorations. I then went onto social media to ‘follow’
the programme and Kirstie Allsopp and tried to put it out
of my mind. At the start of August, a post popped up on
Instagram announcing the deadline had been extended.
‘Extended deadline’ to me means that they obviously didn’t
like my work so I had a little temper tantrum and was ready
to crush my mock-up paper projects while a chum cajoled
my spirits with comments like ‘They probably don’t have
enough people yet!’ so I threw the project in the cupboard
and moved on. It was mid-August that I had a message on
my phone to return a call to a member of the Raise the Roof
Productions company. Instant excitement ensued and I
spoke through my designs in a little more detail. I’d gone
overboard in my original sketches as I wanted to get down
as many ideas as possible, so when I answered another
call to say I had been selected to go on the show, I had
to put my money where my mouth was and try to create
everything in my now-in-a-spin head. I had been chosen
along with 3 other artists to take part in the Christmas Tree
Decorations category
I volunteer at the David Parr House in Cambridge and I am
nuts about the Arts and Crafts Movement, so I had heaps
of inspiration. I was told I couldn’t make it too David Parr
heavy but had to portray the Arts and Crafts Movement in
a broader sense. I should at this point tell you a little bit
about the remarkable man that was David Parr. We’ve all
heard of William Morris, but it is rare to hear about those
worker ants at the bottom of the chain. David Parr was a
working-class Victorian ‘artworkman’ for the firm F R Leach
and Sons. In comparison F R Leach and Sons could
undertake all manner of decorative crafts just like Morris,
Marshall, Faulkner and Co and with high end results. So
much so they even carried out a commission in a client’s
home for William Morris. For the next 40 years of his life
David set about decorating his home in flawless detail
inspired by the patterns and interiors produced by him
and his fellow artworkmen in churches, chapels and grand
country houses until his death in 1927 aged 73. What is so
extraordinary about his house is that the patterns are not
wallpaper, they are all hand painted in every single room,
by candlelight
I love working with paper and card so most of my designs
were paper based apart from my gilded ornaments
(paterae) and edible stained-glass sweets. I work full time
at IWM Duxford, and I had exactly one month to create
everything from scratch. I crafted before work, during my
lunch hour and after work, basically every spare moment
I had was given over to crafting. My creations consisted
of 16 crackers, 20 sparkly peacock feathers, 12 dandycat cornucopia, 25 edible stained-glass sweets, 30 gilded
paterae, a Christmas hymn banner and a Gothic Revival
tree topper with 6 candle sconces. I’m not averse to
biting off more than I can chew but I had never made this
quantity of items in such a short space of time. Usually my

creations are made in the still of my harmonious craft room
so taking my craft supplies to work became somewhat of a
novelty both to me and my co-workers. At one point early
in the morning a small crowd gathered around me in the
mess room as I mixed and poured plaster of Paris into my
moulds which was a very nerve-wracking experience but
all good practice none the less. Paterae are small gilded
ornaments and made of plaster for internal decorations
and lead for exterior. I had seen a photo on the David Parr
website; each one was a beautiful, miniature masterpiece.
I still have no idea how the very first patera were made but
I do know that the original model would have been used to
form a cast so that other models could be made en masse.
Fortunately, I had made a set of paterae from polymer clay
beforehand so all I had to do was to make a mould of each
one so I too could make them en masse
All through the process I was worried that I wouldn’t
make everything in time. My peacock feathers turned out
to be more of a challenge than I had first anticipated. I
used a sticky backed glitter paper to make the layers of
the feather and had planned to stick them on top of one
another. It wasn’t until I tried to stick one together that
I learned the surface of the glitter paper was essentially
a fine sandpaper and no amount of the usual glues or
tapes I had in my craft arsenal would work in sticking them
together. As the deadline loomed ever closer, I had a mini
meltdown; my husband effectively removed me from my
craftroom stating ‘You are going to take a break, have a
hot chocolate and watch Laurence Llewelyn-Bowen for at
least an hour!’ I really did need the break, but I didn’t have
one set of any of the items on my list finished and my tree
topper was still in my head. The next day, like a knight in
shining armour my husband came forth with the solution
to my non-stick feathers; industrial strength double sided
tape. It worked! So, on I ploughed applying tape to the
80 individual layers that would make up my 20 complete
feathers
The crackers I made were designed to be purely decorative
and not to be ‘cracked’. They were 6 sided and totally
inspired by my love of David Parr. I used his dining room
wall pattern to act as the main decoration on the outside
and used some of the dreaded glittery sticky backed vinyl.
I was told to steer clear of the colours black and brown
as this didn’t go across well in TV land. Twinned with not
making my tree too David Parr heavy, this was another
arrow to strike at my Gothic heart. I absolutely love those
colours and how was one to evoke the Victorian era by
omitting them? Of the 16, I made 4 of each colour in red,
green, blue and…. brown! All with black glittery pinstripes
too, what a rebel! I own a small cutting machine and apart
from the crackers and torches everything else was cut out
entirely by hand
2 days before we were due to drive down to the filming
location in Devon, I still had parts of my tree topper to
finish and my Christmas hymn banner to cut out. At this
point I should like to mention what a wonderful set of
chums I have. My printer decided it didn’t want to work
anymore and my chums all rallied round to print off reams
of full colour A3 images for me. I now know Silent Night
backwards, upside down and inside out. I am not a tidy
creative genius and on more than one occasion I had to

recite the lyrics of Silent Night out loud to get the banner in
order. I was like a demented rapper with a Suffolk accent
I don’t own a Christmas tree and wasn’t sure I would
find one in the middle of summer, but good old Amazon
answered my prayers. My best friend came around to
help me ‘practice’ dressing the tree with the items I had
made so far. I would have 2½ hours to do this on the
day which sounds wonderfully easy but being a chaotic,
messy individual, this was difficult when the time came.
The space around the trees was tight, O how TV land
made it all look calm and tranquil! The 2½ hours were real
but were filmed over a day which began at 7.30am and
finished around 4.30pm
Once we were given the prompt to start, I threw off my
sparkly boots and remained head down in pine needles
for quite some time. The top of my tree had a distinct
lack of foliage so I was so engrossed in trying to stabilise
my erratic tree topper that it wasn’t until we were told to
‘down tools’ for a tea break that I had my first chance to
see what my competitors had made. Should you happen
to watch the programme, even with the sound down low
you may still hear the audible break of my heart. Having
only put my lights and banner on at this point, their trees
were so vibrant and full compared with mine and my tree
topper needed more thought. It was then that I had a
senior moment. Though I had my small mountain of boxes
adjacent to my tree, I could not for the life of me remember
what I had made let alone the order in which to place them.
The tea break was compulsory too
On the monthly build up I was convinced I was going to
win. I do not hide my light under a bushel, and I blow my
own trumpet at any opportunity but even I know when to
admit defeat. During our tea break I voiced my opinion;
‘Well I can pretty much tell that I’m out of the running!’ I
don’t very often entertain failure but once my mind had
made peace with this, it took the pressure off and allowed
me to relax and enjoy the experience
I had brought with me a small chocolate bar to enjoy with
my coffee. I am an ad man’s dream when it comes to
packaging and this chocolate bar was designed especially
for me, I am sure of it. It contained the name ‘Moser’ (I
am also an ardent fan of the Vienna Secessionists) in a
Mackintosh-esque typeface. Refreshed by this I quickly
set about writing all I had made on the back of the wrapper
to act as an aide memoir and hopefully save me from
having another senior moment ‘on air’
Everyone has asked ‘What was Kirstie really like?’ To
me she seemed genuinely interested in all that we made
and extremely professional without being arrogant. She
had a good sense of humour too. A case in point is this;
though we could make most things in advance we had
to leave one item unfinished that Kirstie could assist us
with. Having ruled out most of my creations as Kirstie had
worked on them before I suggested the paterae as they
were totally unique and had an interesting story but of
course they plumped for my least favourite item, the Silent
Night banner. Now it’s not that I hate it, but it just wasn’t
made to the best of my abilities. Ideas I had to make it
looked rippled had failed with no time to improve it. I had
no time to draw up the typeface I wanted to use so I just
had to go with it. I was dreading this spot, not for being on
camera; I am far from being a shrinking violet, but because
I had to follow Rosie, one of my competitors. Her scene

had just been filmed with Kirstie and her creations were
nothing short of stunning. Her needlefelt octopus was to
die for and having heard Kirstie go into raptures over it, I
was not expecting her to go into paroxysms of delight for
my flimsy paper banner. I decided however to pretend this
wasn’t so and acted my little heart out to extol its virtues;
‘it was intentionally flimsy so I could manipulate it around
the tree!’ In retrospect the part that Ms Allsopp did get
excited about ended up on the cutting room floor and I can
now reveal why. We were none of us formally introduced
to Kirstie. Having been poised in front of our trees by the
director waiting for action to commence I happened to
glance about the room. I wouldn’t describe myself as a
girlie girl but when it comes to shoes, I am a magpie for
glittery footwear and Kirstie just happened to be wearing
the epitome of magpie dreams
‘Oh, my goodness I love your shoes!’ I blurted out to which
she replied:
‘I love your dress. Is it William Morris?’
Me: ‘Yes, it is’
KA: ‘Where did you get it from?’
Me: ‘There was a line in H & M last year which I knew
nothing about, but I got mine from the internet. I actually
bought 2. I bought the second one to be buried in, but I
could bequeath you it if you really wanted’
Director: ‘In your own time Kirstie’
So, when Kirstie came to my table to help prepare my
banner, she asked ‘Do you really have another dress to
be buried in?’
Me: ‘Doesn’t every girl have a dress she wants to be buried
in?’
Director: ‘In your own time Kirstie’
Me: ‘Speaking of burials did you know that when Gabriel
Rossetti’s wife died - she was a muse for many a PreRaphaelite artist and was the model for John Waterhouse’s
Ophelia’ striking the pose as I said so ‘but when she died
Rossetti was heartbroken and placed a book of his love
poems next to her in her coffin. Years later one his chums
said, ‘Rossetti they were a cracking set of poems - you
really should get them back!’ So, her coffin was exhumed.
I don’t know that he prized them from her cold, dead hands
but he got those poems back’
Only this line was kept in:
KA ‘Every day’s a school day at Christmas HQ!’
I thoroughly enjoyed my experience on Kirstie’s Handmade
Christmas and would easily settle for more than 15
minutes of fame to enter my future. If you haven’t seen
the programme yet I won’t spoil the ending for you. Since
then I have been busy making gifts for Christmas and now
in the new year my ‘list of things for Jenny to make’ grows
ever longer with ideas for myself, family and friends but
most of all I am looking forward to being ‘introduced’ albeit
digitally to the artists and designers on the British Display
Society forum. Below are my creations ‘As Seen on TV’
and some of my other projects!
Jenny Barnish

COME AND MEET
THE TEAM AT
THE BRITISH
DISPLAY
SOCIETY STAND

Blenheim Palace at Christmas
An outrageously decadent Alice In Wonderland experience overtook Blenheim Palace at Christmas.
Lewis Carroll’s classic tale themed festive décor featured towers of playing cards, a hall of mirrors,
interactive games and plenty of Lewis Carroll’s topsy-turvy world characters, the Insta-worthy
Mad Hatter’s Tea Party was an elegant highlight of Alice in the Palace and the kids enjoyed
meeting the ‘real-life’ Alice too.
The show ran from November 22 until January 5, and included a real-life Alice in costume,
to welcome visitors and guide them through the premises.

Photo’s courtesy of :Harriet Rudman-Hawkins (Associate Member of the BDS)hrhcreative.co.uk

In February the international consumer goods
industry will revolve around Ambiente in Frankfurt.
This leading global trade fair in all matters of
tableware, kitchenware, household goods and
leisure as well as gifts, interior decoration and
interior design.
“Ambiente is the central hub of the entire consumer
goods industry. Exhibitors from over 90 countries
will be acting as trendsetters in and beyond the
year 2020.
Here is a selection of photographs from this great
trade show.

Female icon windows 2020
from the students at
Technological University, Dublin
These designs are based on Female
Icons and were designed, styled and
installed by our 2nd year students.

BETTY FREIDAN - ROSIE SCULLY

QUEEN ELIZABETH 1 - ZARA BOLGER MURPHY

ROSIE THE RIVETER - SENAN DUNNE

GEORGIA O’ KEEFE - JENNIFER REILLY

MARY SHELLEY - MORGAN RAFFERTY CAFFREY

ZAHA HADID - LAINE UZULNIKA

The icon British store Fortnum & Mason in London’s
Piccadilly have launched a Chapel of Love where
couples can tie the knot.
This pop-up wedding installation is open throughout
the month of February for couples who want to get
hitched, renew their vows, get engaged or celebrate an
anniversary.
The chapel entrance features the iconic Fortnum’s clock, illuminated stained-glass windows
and a chiming wedding bell. Located at the foot of the stairs on the Lower Ground Floor,
the tower runs up through atrium to the top floor of the store.
With several beautiful private dining rooms, Fortnum’s is already registered wedding venue.

To celebrate the 10th year of Anniversary of Bestseller India Group, our In
House Brands have taken outside space outside HQ and embraced the
theme of Spring-Summer, showcasing their seasons preview at the Lalit
Hotel in Mumbai. Among our guests that cover the Fashion Industry as
Fashion Magazine Editors, CEO’s of the several Indian Department Stores,
Wholesale accounts and Celebrities that are linked to us and diverse and
renowned Influencers and Fashion Bloggers we all got together for Bestseller
SS20 Press Preview.
The colourful, dynamic and fashionable versatile collection of Spring-Summer
2020 of VERO MODA had a great blueprint at the outside pool of the Lalit
Hotel and for this season, I created an elegant set display within a simple
colour pallet that would enhance the different lines we manage, creating a
few focal points to embrace and promote the instant good selfie with joyful
background displays.

Nuno Rosa
Creative Head of
Visual Merchandising
Vero Moda - India

To link the three main lines that we have In House as VERO MODA, VERO
Curve and VERO MODA Marquee, we created an equal display module to
all lines, using a group of 3 painted mannequins placed on top of circular
textured podiums along with a transparent acrylic sheet of 8ft of a vibrant pink
panel we added the brand name engraved for signage use. Across the set
display, we placed a yellow and pink background of circular top parasols that
added the summer vibe into the brand presentation.
All collections were displayed, on bespoke white 6ft racks that had a monocolour approach to create a stronger presentation of the collections designed
by our Team, under the guidance of the Head of Design Nidhi Katariya.
Nuno Rosa
Creative Head of Visual Merchandising - Vero Moda - India

RECOGNISING
EXCELLENCE

REPRESENTING THE
VISUAL MERCHANDISING
PROFESSION

SAVE THE DATE!

Following the success of last year’s event,
the BDS is holding another networking event
for VM students and professionals in the industry

Monday 5 October 2020 6-9pm
at the London College of Fashion
th

• Meet other VM Students &
professionals
• Meet representatives from Corporates
• Meet the BDS Team
• Guest Speakers from the VM industry

FREE
EVENT

watch our website for
further details

www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk

The ‘Patterns’ is a great source of inspiration for Silvia Chialli, Chief
of Design County. In these graphic sketches there is the essence
of all this. The Flowers and Geometric Fantasy become an elegant
Mood Board for those Window Displays. Furthermore, the window
sticker is an essential element, which is possible to create a realistic
effect.
Her Projects come from a study of colours and geometric shapes,
but, as we can see, there are other ideas: One of her great passions
is1920s and 1930s Cinema, particularly Stan Laurel and Oliver
Hardy - actors to whom she dedicated a nice Window Display. Silvia
uses her Painting, reprinted in a large panel and this becomes an
nice Backdrop. This is a perfect Window Dressing for Hat Shop!
In the other Window Display, the meaning is very ‘Social’ and very
Funny. A ‘Smartphone Tribute’ where a mix of great visual impact
that captures the attention. The famous ‘Smartphone’ is built
in Forex and the final effect is a simple silhouette. The 3 Colors
become a great visual focal.
Silvia Chialli

Interior Designer - Visual Merchandiser - Event Planner - Art Curator

DESIGN COUNTY
Email: info@designcounty.co.uk
Tel & WhatsApp: +39 349 0514363
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/silvia-chialli-5403b32a/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SilviaChialliDesignCounty
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/designcounty_arthur_
bach/?hl=it
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/user/SilviaChialli
Web: www.designcounty.co.uk

www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk enquiries@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk

How important is sustainable display
to your business.?
The reason I ask is because we are attracting more and more attention in this
dept..especially most recently within the retail sector, as we are finding less and
less retailers want plastic display within store..this is a headache for brands, with
alternatives not being readily available.. until now.! These are our latest props.. some
are remakes that you may have already seen, the majority are new.. ALL are hand
fabricated..predominantly made using card and paper..where plastic had to be used,
it was made from recycled material and is also recyclable..even manufactured in a
manor so that the plastic can easily be removed for recycling purposes..something
often overlooked! (wand props). Even other manufactures, BIG VM specialist, are
coming to us looking for solutions..exciting times.! Sustainability is key.!!

www.projectworks.london

Rouge Shop Stoke Newington
London
www.rouge-shop.co.uk

So now it’s our turn to help by passing on our
knowledge…
The BDS is doing its best to help and support students in their
learning as well as supporting the VM industry. We’re all
volunteers and are always looking for new members to help us
in our quest.
We have the BDS distance learning course which has seen many
students succeed over the years, and spring 2020, we will be
introducing a new short online course too which will be a useful
support for existing VM and Arts students as well as those
already in industry.
By teaching the basic steps and guidelines of display, these rules
will help pull any creative idea together turning it into not only
an eye-catching display - but a profitable one too!
Chinese New Year in London! An independent retailer in trendy east
London sells Asian furniture and home accessories. Every year
they celebrate their connection and heritage to Asian craft with an
explosion of colour and character. The shop has a unique eclectic
curated collection of items from around the world, mixing vintage
with contemporary.
The concept for the window was the celebration of Chinese New
Year at home. The left window is a low dining and party scene in
an intimate setting. One could imagine a couple celebrating in their
flat. The area is popular with young couples that have small flats
so the furniture chosen is appropriate to their lifestyle. The window
on the right is inspired by a dressing room full of exotic things from
around the world and character. The window is rich and encourages
the viewer to look deeper and deeper into the window and discover
all Rouge has to offer.
All the props are either products or the private collection of the
owner but 90% are for sale. John Abbate, a member of the BDS
and experienced visual merchandiser, did the window with Kumiko
Oya from Rouge. The windows are a good example of a low budget,
independent high street retailer, where we use what we have to make the most impact an tell a story. As
Valentines was soon after Chinese New Year, the window also has a romantic gift-giving feel to carry it from
January through to the middle of February.
John is passionate about the high street and encourages independent retailers to be creative with their
windows to offer their local customers and communities a feast for the eye and encourage local shopping.
John Abbate FBDS

Northbanks.co.uk

Watch this space!...
Helen Goodwin - Vice Chair & Director BDS & Owner Made You Look!

www.madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk

10 reasons to become a Corporate Member of the BDS;
1. Having the endorsement of The British Display Society,
increasing your company’s credibility
2. Your name will be associated with our work in
education, our Centre’s of Excellence and our
prestigious history
3. Use of the BDS Corporate membership logo on your
stationery and publicity material
4. Listing on the BDS website with a link to your website
5. The opportunity for contact with other corporate
members and the ability to network with them
6. A right to attend and vote at the BDS AGM
7. The opportunity of applying to join the BDS National
Council
8. Offering the opportunity to contribute to editorial or free
advertising within our ‘VM Spotlight’ Magazine
9. The opportunity for your directors and staff to apply
for individual membership which awards personal affixes
10.The opportunity to advertise free on our Facebook page and our Instagram Page.

INTRODUCTORY Offer:

£150 for the first year. £200 for subsequent years

www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
enquiries@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
follow us...

Are you working
in the Visual Merchandising Industry?
Is it time to push your
Visual Merchandising Career?
Membership has the following benefits:
• The opportunity to network with other VM Members
• Your details will be added onto the BDS database if you are
seeking “freelance work”
• A right to attend and vote at the BDS Annual General Meeting
• The opportunity to join the BDS National Council
• The opportunity to have your work published in the VM
Spotlight magazine
• The opportunity to have your work published on our
Facebook page
• Enhance your professional standing with letters after your
name!
• Use of the BDS Logo on your CV and in your Portfolio
So why not join The British Display Society? Membership is as
little as £20 per year. Let’s ensure that Visual Merchandising
continues to be a much needed industry within retail.

Creative Download was launched by Iain Kimmins; a
Visual Merchandising professional with an outstanding
history in the industry. His career includes the
department stores Harrods and Selfridges in London
and Tangs in Singapore. He has also worked on projects
in Shanghai, New York, Saudi Arabia, and Switzerland.
Iain is the Chairman of The British Display Society and
regular gives lectures to our Visual Merchandising
students together with awards at various events.

In this tough market,
retailers need to create
the right shopping
environment that
reflects their Brand
to ensure that all
important customer
experience. From
shop fronts to window
displays to interior visual
merchandising, product
layout and focal points
around the store,
Creative Download
will ensure that
creativity is balanced
with the commercial
requirements of your
business.

Create retail
theatre for your
customers
Give your
customers an
excellent and
memorable
shopping
experience
Encourage
the customers
to shop,
experiment
and interact
with the
product

WINDOW CONCEPT
& PRODUCT STYLING

COACHING
& TEACHING

VISUAL MERCHANDISING

STORE SET UP
& OPENINGS

RETAIL DESIGN
VISUAL MERCHANDISING
MANUALS & GUIDELINES
INTERNATIONAL WORK

EXHIBITION STAND
PRODUCT STYLING
Clair Stuart of Sticky Red (Dubai)
has recently become a Fellow
of The British Display Society. It
was an honour to award Clair
her FBDS Certificate

PHOTOGRAPHIC
STYLING

Judging competition at
Pure London

www.creative-download.co.uk
hello@creative-download.co.uk
Promoting The British Display Society to the Visual Merchandising students at
The Nanyang Poly School of Design in Singapore.

Harlequin Design
The British Display Society
welcomes Harlequin Design
as a Corporate member

British Display Society

British Display Society

This is to Certify that
Harlequin Design (London) Ltd.
WAS ELECTED A

CORPORATE MEMBER
OF THE SOCIETY

AS IS DEEMED BOUND BY THE
CODE OF PRACTICE OF THE SOCIETY

Chairman

A reason to visit
the high street
We see retail displays as an
attractions, a talking point and a
reason for people to visit the high
street and interact with their favourite
brands. design studio in Brooklyn,
NYC”

DECEMBER 2019

Iain Kimmins

“We design, produce and install
award-winning retail design, windows
and pop-up spaces
Our aim is simple: to create unique
retail environments that bring our
clients brands to life. We see
windows as an attraction, a talking
point and a reason for people to visit
the high street. our second

Elaine Fisher
Administration Manager

Visit their website: https://harlequin-design.com

Introducing Joanna Juziuk, a BDS member, who
has recently studied at Fashion Retail Academy,
UAL in London. Joanna has studied for seven
years in architectural and art design and now
launching her career in Visual Merchandising /
Windows Display.
Joanna Juziuk
joansewa8076@gmail.com

Dedicated
to the Visual Merchandising Industry

Welcoming Visual Merchandisers
and companies to join us.
See our website for
all the benefits of membership
Lets keep
Visual Merchandising alive & kicking
in this modern retail world
enquiries@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
follow us...

